Hollywood Casino Amphitheatre
2018 Allowed & Prohibited Items List

PLEASE NOTE:
Due to artist restrictions, permitted and non-permitted items are subject to change without notice. We regret any inconvenience this may cause. Our standard policy of items can be found in the document below.

To confirm if an item is allowed into the venue for a specific show, please contact our administrative offices at (314) 298-9944.

For extra convenience and quick entry - try the "No Bags Express Entry Line." No backpacks, purses, coolers, blankets or lawn chairs means a quick and convenient entry to the venue. Look for the signs at the venue!

PLEASE SCROLL DOWN FOR A COMPLETE LIST OF ALLOWED & PROHIBITED ITEMS
ELECTRONICS

- Small personal cameras that fit in your pocket are allowed.

- Professional cameras with detachable lens (or a lens that zooms longer than 3”), go pros, and detachable lens for phones are NOT allowed.

- Tablets with recording abilities are NOT allowed.

- Selfie sticks are NOT allowed.

FOOD BEVERAGES

- Snack food that fit 1 gallon sized ziplock bags and collapsible soft-sided coolers (6 pack sized) are allowed.

- Hard coolers & coolers larger than 6 pack size are NOT allowed.

- Up to 1 gallon factory sealed plastic water bottle or empty refillable water bottles/hydration packs are allowed. Frozen water bottles or packs are NOT allowed.
• Empty cups ARE allowed. Alcohol or controlled substances and soft drinks are **NOT** allowed.

**UMBRELLAS**

• Small umbrellas without a metal tip **are** allowed. Please be courteous of those around you, as not to block their view.

• Large umbrellas with a metal tip are **NOT** allowed.

**SMOKING**

• Cigarettes and Ecigs **are** allowed in the lawn seating and plaza areas. No smoking is allowed in the reserved seating per city of Maryland Height ordinances.

**LAWN CHAIRS & BLANKETS**

• Lawn chairs with a seat higher than 9" off the ground are **NOT** allowed (collapsible canvas bag chairs, wooden chairs, plastic chairs, etc.)
• Low back lawn chairs or personal lawn chairs are allowed (Hollywood Casino Amphitheatre offers low-back lawn chairs for rent that do not hinder the view of other guests).

• Blankets are allowed.

STROLLERS

• Strollers and baby carriers are allowed. Umbrella style strollers are allowed in reserved seating.

• Larger strollers are only allowed in the lawn seating area.

MISCELLANEOUS

• The following items are NOT allowed: weapons of any kind, glass, metal, cans, fireworks, selfie sticks, frisbees, hacky sacks, hoola hoops, glow sticks, flags, air horns, laser pens/pointers & pocket knives

• Aerosol sunscreen & bug spray, water misters, binoculars & service dogs (we suggest they wear their designated uniform) are allowed.
ALLOWED

Subject to Change Per Tour

- Small personal cameras (has non detachable lens and lens zoom is no longer than 3”)
- Snack food that fits 1 gallon sized ziplock bags
- Coolers (6 pack sized)- soft -sided, no wheels
- 1 gallon factory sealed plastic waterbottle (1 per person)
- Empty refillable water bottles or hydration packs
- Low back lawn chairs or personal lawn chairs ( seat is lower than 9”)
- Blankets
- Small umbrellas- no tips
- Signs that are 8.5 x 11 and are not too distracting for the performer

PROHIBITED

- Professional cameras with detachable lens (or a lens that zooms longer than3”)
- Detachable lens for phones
- Audio/video recording tablets (laptops, laptops etc.)
- Hard coolers
- Collapsible canvas bag chairs
- Tri-fold lawn chairs
- Wooden chairs
- Large umbrellas with metal tips
- Weapons of any kind
- Alcohol or controlled substances
- Glass
- Metal
- Cans
- Inflatables (chairs, balls etc.)
- Glow sticks
- Wagons
- Folding tables
- Soft drinks
- Fireworks
- Frisbees
- Pets
- Laser pens/pointers
- Banners/signs with sticks
- Pocket knives
- Selfie Sticks
- Frozen water bottles
- Hard ice packs
- Corkscrews
- Flasks with liquid of any kind inside
- Any other item that may pose a threat to other guests, amphitheater staff, or performers.